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1. The problem: an apparent anomaly in Gen Neg BE sentences.
The main question of this paper is: what is the negation of (1)?
(1)

Kolja
v Londone.
Kolja-NOM in London
‘Kolja is in London.’
There are two potential candidates, (1-NE) and (1-NET)1,2.

(1-NE)

Kolja
ne
v Londone.
Kolja-NOM NEG in London
‘Kolja is not in London.’

(1-NET)

Koli
net
v Londone.
Kolja-GEN NEG.BE in London
‘Kolja is not in London.’

For many sentences, such as (2a), “what their negation is” is uncontroversial.
(2)

a. Petrov
rabotaet v Akademii.
Petrov-NOM works at Academy
‘Petrov works at the Academy.’

*
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1
This question was first discussed by Arutjunova (1976, p.214), who observed that a yes-no locative question like Kolja
v Londone? ‘Is Kolja in London?’ (our substitution for her similar example) admits two alternative forms for a negative
answer, (1-NE), whose form corresponds to that of the affirmative (1), and (1-NET), whose form is like that of an
existential sentence. She notes that (1-NET) is more widely used, and that it is (1-NET) which expresses general
sentential negation. Our conclusions largely agree with hers.
2
The question arises for all examples with definite subject, “null copula”, and a locative or locative-possessive predicate,
including also those in (i) and (ii).

(i)

Tvoe pal’to
na vešalke.
your coat-NOM on coatrack
‘Your coat is on the coatrack.’
(ii) Vaše pis’mo
u sekretarja.
your letter- NOM at secretary
‘The secretary has your letter.’

Arutjunova (1976, p.214)
Kondrashova (1996)
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b. Petrov
ne rabotaet v Akademii.
Petrov-NOM NEG works
at Academy
‘Petrov doesn’t work at the Academy.’
c. Petrov
rabotaet ne v Akademii.
Petrov-NOM works NEG at Academy
‘Petrov works somewhere other than at the Academy.’
Everyone would agree that the negation of (2a) is (2b). Sentence (2b) is an instance of syntactic
sentential negation (S-Neg), and semantically it expresses the contradictory of (2a). Constituent
negation (C-Neg) gives a contrary proposition (2c), whose properties we discuss in Section 3. It
may be used to deny (2a), but one wouldn’t call it “the negation of (2a).”
The negation of a simple locative sentence like (1) presumably “should” be (1-NE), which
differs from (1) only by the addition of the negative morpheme ne. But it has been argued (Babby
1980, Chvany 1975, Harves 2002a), and widely accepted, that (1-NE) involves constituent
negation, and that the negation of (1) is (1-NET). Sentence (1-NET) has Genitive of Negation (Gen
Neg), a sure sign of S-Neg status. As is well known (Peškovskij 1956, Babby 1980), syntactic SNeg but not C-Neg licenses Gen Neg, even in cases where the semantics is virtually
indistinguishable, as in the NEG > ∀ reading shared3 by (3a-b), either of which could be considered
a semantic negation of (4).
(3)

(4)

a. My ne rešili vsex zadač.
we NEG solved all
problems-GEN
‘We didn’t solve all the problems.’
b. My rešili ne vse zadači
/ *vsex zadač.
we solved NEG all problems-ACC / *all problems-GEN
(lit. ‘We solved not all the problems.’)
My rešili vse zadači.
we solved all problems-ACC
‘We solved all the problems.’

But the idea that (1-NET) is the negation of (1) seems anomalous (Babby 1980, Harves 2002b),
since net ‘(there) is/are not’ and Gen Neg are generally found in existential sentences and
impossible in locative sentences, and (1) is a typical Locative sentence (Arutjunova 1976, 214-15,
Kondrashova 1996). It does not have est’ ‘(there) is/are’, and the subject, Topic, and Perspectival
Center (Borschev and Partee (2002a, 2002b)) are most naturally understood to be aligned: (1)
predicates being in a certain location of Kolja. Typical net-sentences are negations of est’ ‘BE’sentences, and typical est’-sentences are Existential, as in (5a-b).
(5) a. V xolodil’nike est’ eda.
in refrigerator BE food-NOM.SG
‘There is food in the refrigerator.’
b. V xolodil’nike net
edy.
in refrigerator NEG.BE food-GEN.SG
‘There isn’t any food in the refrigerator.’
In section 2, we show that contrastiveness is not a reliable diagnostic of C-Neg, but new
arguments support the conclusion that (1-NE) indeed involves C-Neg. In Section 3, we argue that
3

This is the only reading for (3b), while for (3a) it is a marked reading (Padučeva’s (1974) smeshchennoe otricanie
‘shifted negation’) requiring special intonation.
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recent perspectives on syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of negation show that (1-NE) is not
syntactically or semantically “the negation of” (1), but is a pragmatic negation of (1) in some
contexts. In Section 4, we address the problem of sentence (1-NET). Invoking Borschev and
Partee’s (2002b) Perspective Structure and Paducheva’s Observer (Padučeva 1992, 1997) plus
Topic-Focus structure, we offer a novel account of the relation of (1-NET) to (1). Putting the pieces
of our story together, we argue that either (1-NE) or (1-NET) may be a “functional” or “pragmatic”
(Horn 1989) negation of (1) in appropriate contexts. Our goal is to show that attention to syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic aspects of negation and of BE-sentences can help explain the relations
among (1), (1-NE), and (1-NET).
2. Identifying Constituent Negation.
2.1. Arguments that (1-NE) involves constituent negation.
To argue that (1-NE) involves constituent negation, i.e. has structure (6a) rather than (6b), it has
been standard since Babby (1980) to state that negation in (1-NE) must be interpreted contrastively,
meaning that its use requires an overt or implicit paired contrasting ‘correction’.
(6) a. Constituent-negation structure:
b. Sentential-negation structure:

Kolja ∅be [ne [v Londone]]
Kolja [ne [∅be v Londone]]

Although (1-NE) may often be intended and understood contrastively, contrastiveness is not
obligatory for (1-NE), according to many speakers. Sentence (7) is even clearer: it may be relevant
only that the person on duty was not at his post. The speaker need not know where he/she was.
(7) Dežurnyj
∅be (byl) ne na meste.
person on duty is (was) NEG at place
The person on duty is (was) not at his/her proper place.
Contrastiveness is largely a pragmatic, not structural, matter (Horn 1989, Padučeva 2004, p.430-1).
One factor that facilitates a non-contrastive reading for such sentences is for the mentioned
Location to be the “normal location” for the subject (Padučeva 2004, p.430), as in (7).
So to argue that the negation in (1-NE) must be C-Neg and not S-Neg, one cannot depend on
evidence about contrastiveness. But we have found stronger arguments that (1-NE) is indeed not
syntactic S-Neg.
One argument comes from future and past tense quantificational sentences. If (1-NE) could
have structure (6b), then so could (8c); and then we can ask whether (8c) shares scopal possibilities
with (8a), unambiguously syntactic S-Neg, or with (8b), unambiguously syntactic C-Neg. We find
that in (8b), negation cannot take scope over the subject, while in (8a), it can (optionally). But (8c)
allows only narrow scope4 for the negation, so (8c) and (1-NE) must have the C-Neg structure of
(6a)5.
4

We ignore possible exceptional readings involving metalinguistic denial (Horn 1989).
For a syntactic analysis, what we have said above can be recast as follows: Subjects start at Spec,VP, and move to
Spec,IP; there is a NegP somewhere between VP and IP where S-Neg English not and Russian ne sit. The source of the
scope ambiguity in (8a) is the two options for the subject: It can take wide scope in its final position, or narrow scope in
its base position, via reconstruction. On the other hand, in the C-Neg case of (8b), ne sits in some DP-internal position,
where it does not c-command any other DP in the sentence, and thus C-Neg never takes wide scope with respect to
clausemate DPs.
The fact that the negation in (8c) occupies a position which does not c-command the subject’s base position is
uncontroversial, given our data. The exact analysis for (8c) can be debated, though. For instance, one may argue that
there is a NegP in (8c), but for some reason it cannot be filled, or that NegP is not projected in (8c) (more in the
minimalist spirit), or, even more radically, that not only is NegP absent in (8c), but IP too. Under this last analysis, there
is no null copula at all, there is no subject movement, and the structure of the clause is analogous to the structure of small
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(8)

Context: We are talking about why the Royal Ballet won’t be performing in London while
our friend is or will be there.
a. Vse baleriny
ne budut v Londone.
All ballerinas-NOM NEG BE.FUT in London
AMBIG: (i) ∀ > NEG : all of the ballerinas will [not be in London]; i.e. None of the
ballerinas will be in London; or
(ii) NEG > ∀ [dispreferred but possible with a marked Topic-Focus structure]
not all will be in London6.
b. Vse baleriny
budut ne v Londone.
All ballerinas-NOM BE.FUT NEG in London
UNAMBIG: Only (i): ∀ > NEG
c. Vse baleriny
ne v Londone.
All ballerinas-NOM NEG in London
UNAMBIG: Only (i): ∀ > NEG

Another argument to the same conclusion comes from the following pair of sentences.
(9) a.

b.

Kolja
ne byl
v ètot moment v Londone.
Kolja-NOM NEG BE.PAST at this moment in London
‘Kolja was not in London at that moment.’
* Kolja
ne v ètot moment v Londone.
Kolja-NOM NEG at this moment in London

If ne+∅ were possible, (9b) would be as good as (9a). That it is not7 is another argument
against S-Neg structure for sentences like (1-NE).
In summary, contrastiveness is not a reliable diagnostic of C-Neg, but we have found a
stronger argument that sentences like (1-NE) involve C-Neg, not S-Neg, by comparing their
behavior with that of sentences that have ne preceding (S-Neg) or following (C-Neg) an overt
copula.
2.2. The puzzles that remain.
If (1-NE) does not involve syntactic sentential negation, can (1-NE) be “the negation of (1)”? We
believe that the usual assumption of a “no” answer rests on overly simple notions of “the negation
of” a given sentence; in Section 3 we defend a context-dependent “yes” answer.
And what about (1-NET), which has been argued to be the negation of (1)? That question will
be addressed in Section 4.

clauses. All of these different options preserve the validity of our argument: there is no way for C-Neg to scope over the
subject. The fact that there is no “NEG > ∀” reading in (8c) forces the conclusion that there is no S-Neg structure for
(8c).
6
Similar examples were described in Padučeva (1974: 143,155) as involving smeščennoe otricanie ‘shifted negation’; a
particular Topic-Focus structure (marked by word order and intonation) allows negation to take scope over a preceding
quantifier.
7
Sentence (9b) is definitely ‘*’ on the S-Neg reading. On a C-Neg reading it is either ‘*’ or semantically anomalous – we
do not know which.
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3. Syntactic, semantic, pragmatic notions of negation.
In classical semiotics (Morris 1938), syntax treats properties of expressions; semantics relates
expressions to their denotata; pragmatics relates expressions, their denotata, and their uses in
possible contexts.
Similarly we need to distinguish syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic notions relating to
negation, and doing so is not always simple. The question “Is sentence S1 the negation of sentence
S2?” is not a single question; it is only in the simplest cases that it may seem so.
3.1 Syntactic notions of S-Neg, C-Neg.
3.1.1. English: Jespersen’s Nexal/Special Neg, Klima’s S-Neg, C-Neg.
As Horn (1989) observes, Jespersen’s (1924) and Klima’s (1964) criteria for S-Neg in English can
conflict. Jespersen’s criterion for S-Neg (“nexal negation”) is canonical position of the negative
morpheme; Klima’s is a battery of tests including tag questions, too vs. either tags, so vs. neither
conjunction. Both regard John didn’t arrive, John didn’t eat anything as S-Neg; both regard
They’re arguing about nothing as C-Neg. But some Jespersen C-Neg (‘special negation’) cases
clearly come out as S-Neg for Klima, e.g. No one objected, John ate nothing, Not everyone agreed.
3.1.2. Russian: Russian syntactic S-Neg, C-Neg.
For Russian, Jespersen’s and Klima’s criteria converge: translations of Klima’s S-Neg sentences do
all have pre-verbal ne. So for Russian the syntactic terms S-Neg/C-Neg correspond to Russian
priglagol’noe/ nepriglagol’noe otricanie ‘preverbal/ non-preverbal negation’.
(10) a. Russian Syntactic S-Neg: Ivan ne prišel. ‘Ivan didn’t come.’ Nikto ne prišel. ‘No one
came.’ On ne rešil vsex zadač. ‘He didn’t solve every problem.’ Vsego ja ne ponjal. ‘I didn’t
understand everything.’
b. Russian Syntactic C-Neg: Èto byl ne portret. ‘That wasn’t a portrait.’ Prišel ne Ivan. ‘Not
Ivan came.’ Petja ezdit ne bystro. ‘Petja drives not quickly.’ On rešil ne vse zadači. ‘He
didn’t solve every problem.’ Ja ponjal ne vsë. ‘I didn’t understand everything.’
c. Unclear cases: Kolja ne v Londone. Kolja ne gotov. Kolja ne ženat. Kolja ne durak. ‘Kolja is
not in London/ ready/ married/ a fool.’
The main unclear cases for Russian, thus, are present tense BE sentences with no overt verb.
The question is whether such sentences have the structure in (6a) or (6b), or are ambiguous. We
have seen some ways to settle the question in Section 2. In Section 3.1.3, we review two prominent
syntactic properties of Russian C-Neg and S-Neg sentences, before turning in Sections 3.2 and 3.3
to semantic and pragmatic notions.
3.1.3. Properties of Syntactically S-Neg sentences in Russian.
For Russian, S-Neg sentences differ in systematic ways from C-Neg sentences. We mentioned in
Section 1 that S-Neg and not C-Neg licenses Gen Neg. Ni-words and ni-phrases are also licensed
by S-Neg and not by C-Neg. We illustrate with the licensing of ni – ni coordinations.
(11) a.

Ni tvoja, ni moja kniga ne byla
na stole.
NI your NI my
book NEG BE.PAST on table
‘Neither your nor my book was on the table.’

b. *Ni

tvoja, ni moja kniga byla
ne na stole.
your NI my book BE.PAST NEG on table
(no licensing by C-Neg ‘not on the table’)
NI
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3.2 Semantic notions. The semantic negation OF p.
It is principally in semantics that we find (various) definitions of what it is for one sentence to be
the negation of another, or more strictly, for one proposition to be the negation of another.8 The
familiar truth-tables of logic present the simplest case, an idealization: assume that all propositions
are true or false (i.e., ignore presuppositions), and define negation truth-functionally: ¬p is T(rue)
if and only if p is F(alse). When applied to natural language phenomena, this notion is referred to
as propositional (contradictory) negation. Contrary negation is a weaker notion: q is a contrary
negation of p iff p and q cannot both be true but can both be false. Sentence (2b) in Section 1
expresses the contradictory of (2a)9; (2c) expresses a contrary of (2a).
Semantically, a proposition may be analyzed as a set of possible situations, namely those in
which it is true. If U is a universe of possible situations, then proposition p is a subset of U, its
contradictory is U - p (the complement of p in U), and any contrary q of p is a set which is disjoint
from p and is a proper subset of the complement of p. It can be seen then that whether q is a
contradictory or a contrary of p is relative to U. “Shrinking” U by removing from consideration
situations where neither p nor q is true (e.g. removing from U all situations that violate
presuppositions of p) converts q from a contrary to a contradictory. For instance, general negation
introduced in Padučeva (1974) is defined as propositional negation that preserves presuppositions,
so the general negation of p is the complement of p in a set of situations where all presuppositions
of p are met. The general negation of p is the contradictory of p in such a set but a contrary in sets
not preserving presuppositions of p, i.e. in a maximal universe U. The choice of U is often a
pragmatic matter; we illustrate further in Section 3.3.
The status and treatment of presuppositions, and of linguistically encoded “pragmatic” factors
such as Topic-Focus structure (compare Babby (1980) with Babby (2001)) and point of view
(including Borschev and Partee’s Perspective Structure, Padučeva’s Observer), important for many
of our examples, complicate the individuation of the sentences we are talking about. Does a shift in
presuppositions or in Topic-Focus structure create a ‘different sentence’ or a different
interpretation of the same sentence? (See structures (1 i-ii) in Section 4.)
What is the relation between the semantic and syntactic notions we have introduced? It is not
straightforward.
If a sentence has no scope-taking elements or presuppositions (a rare case), then its S-Neg will
denote its contradictory, but in other cases it may not. E.g., “Every boy did not come” on the
universal wide scope reading is a contrary of “Every boy came”, and not its contradictory.
Syntactic C-Neg is often interpreted as contrary negation (as in (2c)), but not always: in a restricted
set of situations, it can be contradictory (if, e.g., the negated constituent is contrastively focused).
The conclusion is that not all syntactically S-Neg sentences are semantic contradictory
“negation of” a “corresponding” affirmative. And not all syntactically affirmative sentences “have”
a contradictory negation expressible by a “corresponding” S-Neg sentence. A good example is
(12): both (12a), the syntactically closest S-Neg counterpart of (12c), and (12b), with C-Neg,
express mere contraries of (12c).
(12) a. Kolja ne pošel
iz za
Vas na koncert.
Kolja NEG GO.PST.PF because-of you to concert
Because of you, Kolja didn’t go to the concert.
8

What we are interested in is a “correspondence” notion of “negation of”, in which we consider pairs of affirmative and
negative sentences which would be well-formed in the same contexts, e.g. with respect to an implicit background Yes-No
question. This is not the same as the notion of “denial of”, a discourse relation of an utterance to a preceding (or implicit)
assertion.
9
In 3.3 we note that for (2b) to be the contradictory of (2a), either (2a) must not be taken to presuppose the existence of
Petrov, or the universe U mentioned in the next paragraph must be restricted to possible worlds where Petrov exists.
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b. Kolja pošel
ne iz za
Vas na koncert.
Kolja GO.PST.PF NEG because-of you to concert
Kolja went to the concert, (but) not because of you.
c. Kolja pošel
iz za
Vas na koncert.
Kolja GO.PST.PF because-of you to concert
Kolja went to the concert because of you.
A contradictory of (12c) would be true in any situation in which (12c) is not true, including
situations in which Kolja did not go to the concert (whether or not that was because of you) and
situations in which he went but not because of you. But the only way to express such a proposition,
if at all, is with a paraphrase “It is not true that …”.
3.3 Semantic and Pragmatic notions.
Given current dynamic theories, the line between semantics and pragmatics is not sharp or stable.
But whatever the labels, it is important to take presuppositions and context into account, since these
crucially affect the background universe U of relevant possibilities.
Since pragmatics concerns relations among expressions, their denotata, and contexts of use, it
is natural that pragmatic negation should be a three place relation: Given contextual assumptions10
Σ, a speaker may use sentence S’ with semantic interpretation q as the pragmatic negation of
sentence S with interpretation p if relative to all situations which satisfy Σ, q is the contradictory
(i.e. complement) of p.
We can illustrate the notion of pragmatic negation clearly with our Petrov example (2a-c).
Imagine a universe U partitioned into 4 situation types: W1, worlds in which Petrov does not exist;
W2, in which Petrov exists but doesn’t work; W3, in which Petrov works but not at the Academy;
and W4, in which Petrov works at the Academy. The affirmative (2a) picks out W4. What is its
contradictory negation?
Relative to U, ignoring all presuppositions, even the existence of Petrov, the answer is W1 ∪
W2 ∪ W3, not a realistic interpretation of (2b).
For a more realistic interpretation of (2b), consider only contexts (situations11) in which Petrov
exists12, shrinking U to W2 ∪ W3 ∪ W4. The affirmative (2a) with Petrov as Topic is true in W4.and
false in W2 and W3; and (2b) is its contradictory, while (2c) is only a contrary.
Now suppose we take Petrov works to be Topic in (2c) and in another possible interpretation of
(2a); those choices carry the pragmatic presupposition that Petrov works, further shrinking the
relevant universe U to just W3 ∪ W4. In such a restricted universe, the contradictory of (2a) is
equally expressed by (2b) and (2c). In that case it is natural for the speaker to use the more
informative (2c) to negate (2a).
So (2c) is a good “pragmatic negation” of (2a) in such a context: it is more informative than
(2b), and its user conveys presuppositions she presumes are shared.
If we treat most presuppositions as pragmatic13, then Padučeva’s (1974) general negation
defined in section 3.2 may be viewed as pragmatic negation: it amounts to contradictory negation
in a universe U that has been restricted to include only possible worlds in which all presuppositions
are satisfied, but as contrary negation in an unrestricted, maximal universe. There seem to be
differences between Russian and English in the choice of S-Neg vs. C-Neg to express general
10

Contextual assumptions may include pragmatic presuppositions plus further assumptions about the conversational
background and context of utterance.
11
In a fuller account, we would need to distinguish between situations as ‘contexts’ and situations as ‘partial possible
worlds’ where semantic values are evaluated; see Stalnaker (1978) on the “diagonal proposition” for You are a fool.
12
This may be considered a semantic presupposition of the proper name.
13
The debatable labels ‘semantic’ vs. ‘pragmatic’ are not the issue here. What is crucial is the role of presuppositions in
Padučeva’s definition.
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negation (cf. Padučeva 1974, p. 152) in contexts where they are pragmatically equivalent. But a full
discussion would have to go further into presuppositions and topic-focus articulation (Hajičová et
al. 1998, Padučeva 1985, Rooth 1992) than space allows.
Note that pragmatic context-sensitivity concerns not only presuppositions, but aspects of
context such as location and point of view. If A and B are in different locations, B’s repetition of
A’s sentence in (13) expresses a pragmatic contrary negation (denial) of A’s assertion.
(13) A: John is here.
B: (No,) John is here.
3.4 Half of the solution.
We can now describe the sense in which (1-NE) can be “the negation of (1)”: (1-NE) is not S-Neg,
but it can be the pragmatic negation of (1). Semantically it is only a contrary of (1); but context
may pragmatically “shrink” the universe U, making (1-NE) effectively a contradictory of (1).
On the other hand, (1-NET) is S-Neg, but it’s not obvious that it is the negation of (1) on any
formal grounds (syntactic or semantic): so where does its intuited relation to (1) derive from? That
is the other half of the puzzle that we still have to try to solve.
4. The resolution of the problem.
We will not discuss at any length the debates about whether (1-NET) is an Existential (Borschev
and Partee 1998, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c), a Locative Babby (1980), Chvany (1975), Harves
(2002a,b), a Perceptional subtype of Locative sentence (Padučeva 1997 and p.c.) or a mixed
Existential-Locative type (Partee and Borschev 2004, In press). What we say here extracts certain
ideas from these earlier works without following them exactly. Our main assumptions are stated in
(i) – (iii) below:
(i) There is a specific property that is marked via the Nom/Gen distinction in negative
sentences. On Borschev and Partee’s approach, it is Perspective Structure (namely, the location of
Perspectival Center); on Paducheva’s approach it is the location of Observer. In affirmative
sentences, we have no morphological evidence about Perspective Structure or Observer. We will
assume that affirmative sentences like (1) are perspectivally ambiguous; see the structures (1 i-ii)
farther below.
(ii) It is Topic-Focus structure that is crucial for word order, overriding Perspective Structure
when they do not agree14. Evidence for the primacy of Topic-Focus structure over Perspective
Structure in determining word order is the near-impossibility of (14)15.
(14) *Doma on.
At-home he
(He is at home.)
In the default cases, Subject-Predicate, Topic-Focus, and Perspective Structure are all aligned.
Definiteness and animacy are also non-randomly associated with Subject/Topic/Perspectival
Center.
14

Although the frameworks make direct comparison impossible, this statement draws in part on related claims in
(Kondrashova 1996) and in Padučeva’s work. It also suggests parallels between Perspective Structure, Kondrashova’s
level of NP structure, and what Babby (1980) attributed to Theme-Rheme structure; the use of Topic-Focus structure in
this paper is closer to what Babby (1980) said about the distinct Given-New structure.
15
The word order in (14) requires fronted “expressive” Focus and de-accented Topic.
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(iii) If (i) and (ii) are correct, then affirmative sentences have no morphosyntactic indicators of
Perspective Structure, since the word order is determined by Topic/Focus, and there is no
Nom/Gen distinction. We therefore reject the earlier assertions by Borschev and Partee that Kolja
is obligatorily the Perspectival Center in (1)16. Instead we posit the two structures (1 i-ii) below for
(1).
(1) (i) [[ Kolja PERSP CENTER] TOP] ∅be v Londone.
(ii) [ Kolja TOP] ∅be [ v Londone PERSP CENTER].
Now we are prepared to resolve the puzzle of (1-NET).
Step 1. In the default case, Kolja in sentence (1) is both Topic and Perspectival Center, as in (1i). The choice between (1-i) and (1-ii) does not affect truth conditions (as long as we presuppose
the existence of both Kolja and London), but does affect felicity conditions: (1-i) can only be
felicitously used in a context in which the situational Perspectival Center is Kolja, and would be
infelicitous in a context in which the situational Perspectival Center is London.17
Step 2. The opposite choice of Perspectival Center for (1), indicated in (1-ii), is also possible,
though it is more marked (because of the misalignment of Topic and Perspectival Center). The
sentence with this structure can be felicitously used only in contexts in which the situational
Perspectival Center is London: for instance, the speaker is in London, and is discussing who else is
in London now.
Step 3. The “expected negation” of (1-i) would be (15).
(15)

*[[ Kolja PERSP CENTER] TOP] ne ∅be v Londone. (S-Neg but *)

But (15), with ne + ∅be, is impossible, as shown in Section 2.
For steps 4 and 5, we need to consider the assumed Topic-Focus and Perspective Structures of
the unambiguous (1-NE) and (1-NET), (1-NE’) and (1-NET’) respectively.

(1-NE’)
(1-NET’)

[[Kolja PERSP CENTER]TOP] ∅be ne v Londone.
[Koli TOP] net [ v Londone PERSP CENTER].

Step 4. In the absence of the possibility of (15)18, a speaker who wants to deny that Kolja is in
London on structure (1-i) while preserving Topic-Focus and Perspective Structure must use
16

A majority of the authors favor something like this hypothesis. One author (VB) is skeptical about assumptions (i-iii),
believing that the Perspectival Center in (1) is unambiguously Kolja, and in (1-net) London. He favors an alternative
hypothesis on which (1) and the S-Neg (1-net) share Topic-Focus structure but not Perspective Structure. If the speaker is
in London, the most natural Perspectival Center is on London. If Kolja is in London, the speaker may choose to shift the
Perspectival Center to Kolja, resulting in (1), with ‘exceptional’ Perspectival Structure. But if Kolja is not in London, the
Perspectival Center most naturally stays on London, making (1-net) a more natural negation of (1) than (1-ne) in such a
situation, even though (1) and (1-net) have different Perspective Structure.
17
Following Borschev and Partee (2002a, 2002b), we take Perspective Structure to reflect a property of situations.
Describing a given situation, one must use a sentence with corresponding Perspective Structure marking or pragmatic
infelicity will result.
18
It should be noted that there are other instances of NP ∅be Pred structures which have no S-Neg counterparts at all, and
which cannot be “rescued” with the use of net + Gen Neg; (i) is such a sentence; even its past tense counterpart (ii)
cannot be negated with S-Neg. It seems that the Perspectival Center on the Location is crucial in licensing net + Gen Neg
(see also Babby 1980), and the impossibility of (15) is secondary, if relevant at all..
(i) Èta devuška s
xarakterom.
This girl
with character
‘This girl has a strong character.’
(i’) *Èta devuška ne s xarakterom.
(i’’) *Ètoj devuški net s xarakterom.
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syntactic C-Neg, giving (1-NE). As we argued above, this can be considered a good “pragmatic
negation” of (1) in such a context.
Step 5. If the affirmative sentence has structure (1-ii), then the contradictory negation of (1) can
be expressed by (1-NET) while preserving Topic-Focus and Perspective Structure.
In situations where it is most natural to make Location the Perspectival Center (or place of the
“Observer”), (1-NET) is strongly preferred; this is illustrated in (16a-b), where the use of zdes’
‘here’ creates a very strong bias in favor of Location as Perspectival Center. Conversely in (17a-b),
the adverb poka ‘so far, yet’ forces the choice of nominative subject, with Kolja as Perspectival
Center. Since Perspectival Structure is subjectively assigned, often both are possible.
(16) a. Koli
zdes’ net.
Kolja-GEN.SG here NEG.BE
‘Kolja isn’t here.’
b.#Kolja
ne zdes’.
Kolja-NOM.SG NEG here
‘Kolja isn’t here.’
(17) a. Kolja
poka ne v Londone.
Kolja-NOM.SG so far NEG in London
‘Kolja is not yet in London.’
b.#Koli
poka net
v Londone.
Kolja-GEN.SG so far NEG.BE in London
‘Kolja is so far not in London.’
To formalize what we have done in Steps 3-5 in terms of propositions as sets of possible
situations, we assume a universe U with 4 situation types, shown in (18). The assumption that
Perspective Structure reflects a property of situations gives us the four possibilities shown. For a
given situation, one must use a sentence with corresponding Perspective Structure marking to avoid
pragmatic infelicity.
(18) W1:
W2:
W3:
W4:

Kolja is the Perspectival Center; Kolja is in fact in London.
Kolja is the Perspectival Center; Kolja is not in London.
London is the Perspectival Center; Kolja is in London.
London is the Perspectival Center; Kolja is not in London.

Sentence (1-i) is felicitous in W1 and W2, true in W1 and W3.
Sentence (1-ii) is felicitous in W3 and W4, true in W1 and W3.
The impossible S-Neg (15) would be felicitous in W1 and W2, true in W2 and W4..
The S-Neg (1-NET) is felicitous in W3 and W4, true in W2 and W4.
The C-Neg (1-NE) is felicitous in W1 and W2, true in W2 and W4.
As we stated in Step 3, the “expected” negation (1-i) is the impossible (15): It is S-Neg, and
has the same Topic-Focus Structure, Perspective Structure, and felicity conditions, and
contradictory truth-conditions.

(ii)

Èta devuška byla s
xarakterom.
This girl
was with character
‘This girl had a strong character.’
(ii’) *Èta devuška ne byla s xarakterom.
(ii’’) *Ètoj devuški ne bylo s xarakterom.
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In Step 4, we noted that given the impossibility of (15), the best choice for negating (1-i) is (1(1-NE) has C-Neg, but it matches the impossible (15) in all other respects.
And in Step 5 we noted that a perfect choice for negating (1) on structure (1-ii) is the S-Neg (1NET), which matches (1-ii) in Topic-Focus Structure, Perspective Structure, and felicity conditions,
and has contradictory truth-conditions.
In conclusion, we argue that while (1-NET) may not be an Existential sentence, we do not
consider it an accident that (1-NET), like Existential sentences, suggests a ‘Perspective’ or
‘Observer’ centered ‘in London’ (e.g. it is natural if the speaker is, or imagines the situation from
the perspective of being, ‘in London’), and remarks on the perceived absence of Kolja; sentence
(15) resists such a perspective. Natural languages frequently use similar means to express nonperceivability or perceived absence and nonexistence (Padučeva 2004, 27, 246).
We have argued that either of these negations can become the preferred one in a given context
in the absence of the all-purpose general negation for the case in which Kolja is Perspectival
Center, an absence possibly caused by the defectiveness of the verb byt' ‘be’19. While the story
remains incomplete in the absence of a better understanding of the interaction of syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic “preferences”, it is clear that closer attention to the fine-grained semantics
and pragmatics of negation and of be-sentences can help us to understand and resolve the puzzles
of such apparently imperfect matches between affirmative and negative be-sentences.
NE):
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